February 28, 2020

In reading the students have
been learning to use decoding
strategies to figure out unfamiliar words. The reading strategies we learned are: Eagle Eyeuse the picture clues, Lips the
Fish-say the beginning sounds
of the word, Stretchy Snakestretch out the sounds of the
word, Chunky Monkeychunk the word into
word parts, Skippy Frogskip the word read the
rest of the sentence
for clues then go back
and figure out the word,
Flippy Dolphin-flip the
vowel sound, Tryin’ Lion
-try it again, Kanga Roo-ask for help.

Hit a Homerun in Reading!

Starting next week, your child can start
the Aquasox reading challenge. All your
child needs to do is read at home for 5
days a week. You sign off on your child’s
reading and return the sheet each Monday. If your child does the reading each
week, he/she will win a prize each week
for 4 weeks. See the BLUE form coming
home next week for more details!

Conference
Week Reminder:
March 30th-April
3rd is conference week. Later
this month, I will
send out an email
with a link to the SignUpGenius for you to schedule
your parent teacher conference. I am looking forward to meeting with all the
parents to discuss your kindergartener’s progress.
Please remember that every day during conference
week, school ends at 1:00.

Math
The students have been having
fun with problem solving and
learning how to read a problem
for understanding, circle and underline important information,
and write a related number sentence. The students finished up
Topics 7 and 8 on addition and
subtraction this week. Next week
they will start learning more
about
teen
numbers.

Flip Grids: Our third grade buddies helped us record our subtraction story problems using
flip girds. Next week we will
watch each others story problems and solve them.

We had a
great time at
the play and
having a picnic
lunch in the
class!!

March...In like a
lion and out like
a lamb!

Writing
The students wrote a two sentence narrative. The students are
still focusing on using correctly
capitalization and punctuation.

Upcoming Learning Objectives:
Phonics: Letter E and J
Reading: visualize compare/
contrast
Sight Word: have, he, she
Communication: giving evidence
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